
    
 
 
ORDERING SPECIMEN COLLECTION KITS 
 

 Orders can be placed via phone or via email: 
o 1-302-631-5233 
o stateofky@ups.com 

 

 Orders placed by 4pm EST will be shipped same day for next day delivery.  Orders received after 4pm 
will ship the next business day. 

 

 When ordering, please specify the number of tests you’ll need.   
 
NOTE:  The maximum number of test kits that can be ordered per day is 70.  If additional kits beyond 70 
are required, UPS will clear it with KDPH first.  Priority will be given to those hospitals who have done a 
good job making their required daily reports in ReadyOp which KDPH uses to track test kits on hand and 
kits used. https://ky.readyop.com/fs/4gnH/ad07  

 
 

 When shipping the tests, UPS will also be providing the biohazard bags, inner soft-sided UPS Laboratory 
Packs and rigid outer UPS Laboratory Boxes with required UN3373 labels and markings and return labels 
to UPS’s Louisville receiving station all afixed.  All test kits received that day are aggregated and shipped 
in mass to Gravity for arrival the following day no later than 6:30 AM. 

 

 For any questions regarding sample pick-ups, we’ve set up a special group to handle these requests:   
o 888-540-6027  
o coronavirustesting@ups.com 

 
Normal pickups M-F are made by your daily brown UPS courier.  If a late day pickup is required, 
facilities need to schedule that in advance with UPS.  Also, if a Saturday pickup is required, 
facilities should schedule that in advance as well. UPS does not pick up on Sundays. Any 
specimens collected on Sunday will need to be stored in the refrigerator for regular Monday 
pickup. 
 

SPECIMEN DOCUMENTATION 

 There should be a requisition form for each specimen. 

 WRITE LEGIBLY on the requisition form 
o If the forms are illegible, then this delays the results or makes it more difficult for the hospital to 

determine which results go to which patient. 

 Include requisition forms in the outer pocket of the outside pocket of the biohazard bag with the 
corresponding samples. 

o Do not put all the requisitions in a separate envelope from the specimen.  This increases the 
sorting time and will delay results. 

o Multiple specimens can put inside one soft-sided Lab Pack inserted inside one Lab Box. 
o Leigh Ann Bates from the KDPH lab has kindly offered to develop a detailed, step by step 

shipping instruction for this project.  A copy will be provided by the end of the week. 
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REMINDERS FROM GRAVITY 
  

 Please fold requisitions into the back of the specimen bag. Do not send requisitions separate from the 
sample; the sample should be sealed in a specimen bag with the requisition folded in the outside pocket 
of the specimen bag.  

 Receiving samples without a requisition and clear patient information will negatively impact the 
program. We need a requisition with every patient sample that includes all of the patient information 
and ordering location information so that we don’t have to waste precious time trying to figure it out, 
can ensure the results are going to the correct ordering provider and we have the patient information 
correct for reporting purposes. 

 Sample identifiers on the tube: First and Last name and DOB must be legible.  
 Please do not call Gravity Diagnostics looking for results, please check your portal and/or fax.  
 Please use the requisition form that was sent to you via email if you are not doing online ordering 

through the portal.  
  

Q&A 
 
Q: On the requisition form at the bottom there is a spot for physician signature.  Is that something we can sigh 
for the provider who has agreed to do this project for us, or do they need to physically sign each one? 
A: Please put on that line Authorized on the behalf of (The Name of the Ordering Provider that was on your 
Hospital Set Up form).  
 
Q: At the top section where it says Contact phone number and contact email, does that refer to the one 
provider? 
A: Any contact at the facility would be fine to put there for us to get ahold of in case a sample leaked, etc.  
 
Q: Are results still available via portal if we use a manual requisition for ordering? 
A: Yes, you can submit a paper requisition and still access results on the portal.  
 
Q: Just like to ask if you can give the information about Viral Transport Media or Universal Transport Media can 
be used aside from AMIES? If that is the case, is there something different that needed  as far storage?  
A: We can run in VTM and UTM.  We haven't completed sample stability studies on these matrices, so we should 
follow the CDC guidelines of cold shipping and processing in 72 hours. 
 
Q: Do we need to place our orders into gravity portal, or does gravity place the orders per our included req? 
A: You can do either way! You can either place an online order through the portal or you can send in a paper 
requisition and we will enter the data into the portal, either works! 
 
Q: How much amount of sample you need for UTM/VTM? We have a 1mL vial VTM and we aliquoted 1mL in a 
sterile conical tube as well so that we can maximize the supply. Would that be fine to use? 
A: That will work!  
 
Q: The storage is refrigerated for 72 hours while waiting to be ship? 
A: It is recommended to refrigerate while waiting for shipment. We recommend sending samples the same day 
they are taken.  



    
 
 
Q: Then ship the specimen with cold pack or this is fine without it?   
A: That is up to you. We did a sample stability study and submitted it to the FDA, showing 30 samples at room 
temperature for 72 yielded the same results but we have not received clearance from the FDA on this.  
 
Q: Is it fine to put more than 1 specimen in shipping box?  
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Results will be available in 24 hours in the web portal? 
A: Correct, we are doing our best to send out results within 24-48 hours of the lab receiving them. You can be 
checking the portal for results coming in.  
 

TAT – Monday – Friday – 24-48 TAT 
 
If Gravity receives the sample by 10am EST the result will be reported into the portal/fax by 10am EST 
the next day.  We are having great success getting these early delivery samples out by end of the same 
day but we do not want our hospital partners to expect that as we are getting several calls, text 
messages, and emails looking for results (from the 3 hospitals in our area) on the same day which slows 
down our productivity.  
 
If Gravity receives the sample after 10am EST the result will be reported into the portal/fax by 7:30pm 
EST the next day.   
 
Again, we will do our best to get results back sooner but this will be the standard.  
 
TAT – Saturday 
 
If Gravity receives the sample by 10am EST the same TAT will apply, however if we receive the sample 
after 10am EST on Saturday the result may not be reported back to the hospital until Monday at 
7:30pm.  We are open to staffing the lab on Sundays but currently we are not doing that.  Let’s see how 
things progress the next few days. 

 
Q: Do they need to put zip code? 
A: Yes, we need the patient’s full address, including Zip Code (for reporting purposes to the different health 
departments) listed on the requisition or in the portal.  
 
Q: Do they need the DOB, first name/ last name on the tubes? 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: How to get your portal unlocked- email Info with first name, last name, email address 
A: Email info@gravitydiagnostics.com   
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